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[The following article is reproduced with permission of the Washington-based Council on
Hemispheric Affairs (COHA). It was published in the Dec. 24, 1993 edition of COHA's biweekly
publication, "Washington Report on the Hemisphere."]
On Friday Nov. 19, J. Brian Atwood, new administrator of the US Agency for International
Development (AID), announced a package of reforms designed to accommodate the Clinton
administration's shift in foreign policy strategy away from the previous administration's focus on
countering the global spread of Soviet aggression, towards advancing sustainable development in
third world countries. Atwood proposes a consolidation of the agency's offices around the world,
which would now concentrate on assisting local sustainable development programs by initiating
broad-based policy alternatives, rather than country-specific solutions, to such global problems as
narcotrafficking, the environment, poverty, and public health.
Atwood stated that the proposed down-scaling is not entirely a response to budgeting pressures
but rather an expression of concern over the appropriateness of present AID efforts to promote
sustainable development programs in host countries. In Latin America, approximately 50% of AID's
regional allocation will be phased out over the next two to three years, if the foreign assistance bill
passes. The change in focus from its traditional humanitarian assistance role is part of a series of
proposed changes concerning the administration's foreign policy announced by Secretary of State
Warren Christopher early in 1993.
In his speech, Christopher outlined a list of foreign policy priorities that reflect an increasing
awareness of the interdependence between developed and developing nations. The new goals
of AID focus not only on sustainable development, but also on promoting democracy, peace,
humanitarian assistance, and trade. Mission changes In rearranging its posts abroad, AID used three
sets of actions. Those in the first group, which in Latin America would affect Argentina, Uruguay,
Belize, Chile, Costa Rica, and the Caribbean region have, in Atwood's words, "graduated to a point
beyond the concessional grant stage of the development process," and can now turn to the higher
interest loan programs offered by international development banks as well as improved trading
relations with the US.
Each of these countries is seen as having reached a sustainable level of economic activity. A second
group consists of countries that the administration feels are not able to rely completely on their
credit status to obtain loans from the international lending community, but are still too small to
warrant fully staffed on-site AID missions. Offices dealing with such countries will be concentrated
into several regional posts, although there has been no official word yet on which of them will be
affected by these changes. The last group includes countries, most notably Zaire, dropped from
AID's help list. These are the so-called "failed states" where officials feel the ruling governments
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"are poor partners in the development process...[and will remain so] as long as the policies of their
governments don't change."
In a recent interview, Atwood compared Zaire's misuse of AID funds with Costa Rica's productive
use of comparable amount of assistance, stating that under similar programs, Zaire's population had
not seen a significant rise in the standard of living, while Costa Rica now has a stabilized growth
rate and a healthy economy. Ideology changes Atwood's new approach grants leeway for agency
officials to solve problems regionally, rather than approach macro issues, such as poverty or the
environment, on only a country- specific basis.
One example of this was President Clinton's annulment of the 10-year old "gag rule" invoked
during former president Ronald Reagan's term, which banned AID funds from being used in clinics
where abortions were performed.
Repealing this decision which clearly operated against AID's goals of improving health standards
for women and children, controlling population growth, and assisting family planning projects
represents genuine reform. The re-evaluation of human development issues from a global
perspective reflects the increased interdependence of world economies as well as the US's new
oversight role. Afflictions such as environmental degradation, narcotrafficking, and terrorism are
now seen as being directly related to US vital interests, and broadening AID's mission to issues
which could threaten the prosperity of this country if left unchecked, represents something of a new
demarche for the formerly stultified agency. Budget reorganization Atwood has observed that the
majority of budget cuts under the proposed arrangement will affect Latin America and Asia.
The justification is that these regions have, for the most part, achieved a level of productivity where
many countries now have significant resource bases that can function without congressional grants.
The bill will go to Congress early in the next session, and although congressional leaders have
promised a speedy treatment of the bill, the fact is that it already has been delayed by two months
(moving it from the first to the second session) and stalled by continuous revisions. Although AID
has been undergoing a crisis of legitimacy for the past two years, Atwood warns that any reduction
in the funds now being allocated for "preventive investments in development" could result in an
escalation of violence and allow for the collapse of unstable societies Angola, Somalia, and Haiti
being the most recent examples and ultimately cost much more to restore stability to such countries.
One of the proposed changes involves allocations for future AID missions. Congress has been
presented with a plan which includes restructuring AID concessional grants to be awarded
according to relative need rather than analyzing each country's situation independently. This
approach may backfire if a program is not developed to evaluate "need," thus increasing the danger
that vital resources could prove inadequate, resulting in the escalation in the number of fragile
democracies which could fall victim to violent coups similar to Haiti.
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